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Danger and warning! 

This device can be installed only by professionals.  

The manufacturer shall not be held responsible for 

any accident caused by the failure to comply with the 

instructions in this manual. 

 

 

 

 Risks of electric shocks, burning, or explosion 

 This device can be installed and maintained only by 

qualified people.  

 Use appropriate voltage tester to make sure the 

voltage has been cut-off. 

 Put all mechanical parts, doors, or covers in their 

original positions before energizing the device. 

 Always supply the device with the correct working 

voltage during its operation. 

 



 

Failure to take these preventive measures could 

cause damage to equipment or injuries to people. 
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1. Introduction 

SPM9511 prepaid energy meter (“The meter”) is Pilot’s latest model of 

single phase electronic prepaid energy meter. It is in full compliance with 

technical requirements of IEC 62053-21:2003 and IDT standard for Class 1 

energy meter, can directly measure 50/60Hz AC active energy with high 

accuracy. 

Recharge operation can be done through network or keys on the meter, does 

not need any medium such as IC card. The meter will automatically stop power 

supply when tenant in arrears or credit become zero, and real-time monitoring 

the loop whether there is any abnormal situation. 

The meter is with excellent reliability that can display remaining capacity, 

available remaining days, total power consumption / purchase of electricity, 

credit line, overdraft consumption, load threshold, pay model, voltage, current, 

active power, reactive power, apparent power, power factor, frequency and time. 
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The meter is easy to install with good appearance, small and light. 

With battery installed inside the meter, meter reading can still be done when 

grid power off. 

2. Function and Feature 

 35mm DIN rail installation, in compliance with DIN EN-50022 

 Active power Class 1, support multi-rate energy measuring  

 LCD 7+1 display （9999999.9kWh）,with back light 

 Passive pulse output, in accordance with the DIN43864 standard, 

LED pulse output 

 With built-in relay, can be used to stop power supply due to 

arrears 

 Support overdraft basing on credit line 
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 Support prepaid/postpaid setting  

 Support load control   

 Support abnormal power consumption monitoring  

 Support meter reading when grid power off and data query 

 Support lo-lo power alarm 

 Support configuration setting with button on site 

 One no. RS485 port, support MODBUS protocol 

 Support historical daily/monthly energy statistics, daily data query 

3.  Model Description 

SPM9511－D－□－□ 

                   

  Selection of current 
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80：10（80）A 

  Selection of voltage 

V1：220/380V 

V2：120/207V 

Examples: SPM9511-D-80-V1 is with one no. RS485 communication 

port, maximum current 80A, rated voltage 220V, Class 1 accuracy. 

4. Appearance and Installation Dimension  

SPM9511 appearance and installation dimension (Unit:mm) 
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5. Wiring 

    SPM9511 provide direct access to AC power (rated max current≤80A), 
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wiring as below:  

 

 

Note: the pulse port is a passive port, and the power supply range is 5-30Vdc. 
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6. Display and Button Operation                                         

6.1 Display Instruction 

 

A: Communication Indicator, flicker with 1 Hz frequency when normal 

communication 

B: Built-in Relay Status 

C: Operation Indicator, flicker with 1 Hz frequency when operating  

D: Data Type Indicator  

E: Value and Unit 

F: Three Phase Reversed-Phase Indicator 

G: Device Fault Indicator  
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H: Built-in Battery Low Power Indicator 

The device panel has a PULSE indicating lamp. The lamp flash once when there 

is a pulse output, synchronizing pulse output. 

6.2 Display Interface 

There are four display interfaces:  

1, Prepaid Information Menu( Default Interface) 

2, Live Value Menu 

3, Configuration Menu  

4, Modify Configuration Menu  
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6.2.1 Brief 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Menu Switch 
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  Menu 

 

   Button 

Prepaid 

Information  

Menu 

Live  

Value  

Menu 

Configuration 

Menu 

Modify 

Configuration  

Menu 

Left 

 Button 

Switch to Live 

Value Menu 

Switch to Prepaid 

Information Menu 

Switch to Prepaid 

Information Menu 

Move Cursor / Exit to 

Configuration Menu 

Up Button Page up Page up Page up Page up / Modify Value 

 

Enter Button 

Switch to 

Configuration 

Menu 

Switch to 

Configuration 

Menu 

Switch to Modify 

Configuration 

Menu 

Switch between Enter 

Modify / Save  

Note: 

1, If the password is wrong, parameters are not allowed to modify. Page will 

indicate a wrong password and return to the previous Configuration after 5s. 

2, On the Prepaid Information Menu, long press to the left key up to3s, LCD 

characters will be full displayed, and the buzzer sound. The display will last for 

5s and then return to normal display, buzzer off as well. 
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6.2.2 Prepaid Information Menu 
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Prepaid Information Menu Instruction 

 

Item Picture Notes: 

Remaining 

Capacity 

 

Display with 

1 no. Of 

decimal, 

Max: 

9999999.9 

Min. 

Remaining 

Available 

Days  

 

Total 

Consumption 
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Total 

Purchase of 

Electricity  

 

 

Credit Line 

 

 

Overdraft 

Consumption 

 

 

Overload 

Threshold 

 

 

Pay Model 
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6.2.3  Live Value 
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Live Value Menu Instruction 

Item Picture Notes: 

Voltage 

 

Display with 2 

decimal places. 

 Unit: V 

Current 

 

Display with 3 

decimal places. 

Unit: A 

 

Active 

Power  

Display with 3 

decimal places. 

Unit: kW 

With Plus-minus 

symbol, when there 

is a minus symbol, 

display with 2 

decimal places. 
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Reactive 

Power  

Display with 3 

decimal places. 

Unit: kvar. 

With Plus-minus 

symbol, when there 

is a minus symbol, 

display with 2 

decimal places. 

 

Apparent 

Power  

 

 

Power 

Factor  

Display with 3 

decimal places. 

 With Plus-minus 

symbol. 

 

Frequency 

 

Display with 2 

decimal places. 
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Unit: Hz 

 

Date 

 

 

 

Time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Definition of plus-minus symbol for active power, reactive power and 

power factor  
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6.2.4  Configuration Menu 
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Configuration Menu Instruction 

Item Picture Note 

Version 

Info 

 

Meter version. 

Non-modifiable. 

Device ID 

 

Non-modifiable 

First line ID32-9 is Enterprise 

Code and Check Code. 

Second line is ID.  

SGC Code 

 

 

Non-modifiable 

Secret Key 

Version 

and Type 
 

 

Non-modifiable 

Pulse 

Constant 

 

 

Default as: 1000 
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MODBUS 

Add 

 

MODBUS add 

Verify from 1 to 247 

 

 

 

MODBUS 

Baud Rate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MODBUS Baud Rate 

Option: 9600 / 4800 / 2400 

Default: 9600 

 

First Level 

Alarm 

Value 

 

 

Set alarm for remaining 

electricity, range from 

0-1000.0 kWh. 

When the remaining electricity 

is less than or equal to the set 

value, there will be an alarm 

with sound and light. 

When the remaining electricity 

 

Second 

Level Alarm 
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Value 

 

is higher than the set value, 

the alarm will be canceled 

automatically.  

 

Token 

Input 

 

 

 

 

 

Select TOKEN. 

When it is “YES”and the 

password is correct, TOKEN 

value is allowed to be entered. 

There are four sections for 

input. Input is from the fifth 

number. Default value is 

"00000". Users adjust the 

value by buttons (key 

instruction for reference). 

After input four section with 

totaling 20 token code, there 

will be a prompts whether to 

save the value or give up, as 

"TOK-CO" menu prompts on 

the left. The input will be 

finished until the user selects 
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"YES". 

Relay 

Testing 

 

 

When choosing "yes" and 

confirm, the relay will carry 

out an operation of 

closing-opening. (The meter 

should be able to determine 

the current relay status and 

choose switching operations 

order). 
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6.2.5 Modify Configuration Menu                  

 

Instruction for Password and Mistake Prompt Page 
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Password 

 

 

Four digit password.  

Super password is 9999, 

customer can log in directly 

any time with it. 

The default password is 0000.  

Only when entering the 

correct password, the value 

can be allowed to modify.  

Otherwise there will be an 

error prompt for 5s and then 

returned to the Configuration 

Menu which viewed  before. 

Note 1: only on the Configuration Query page, press Enter button and get into 

password input interface of the Modify Configuration Menu. The password 

interface is defaulted as enter status ( the rightmost "0" flashes with frequency 

of 1 Hz). Press the Left button to remove flashing bit, and press Up key to 

modify value(if the number over “9”, it will flip to “0”). 

Note 2: if the password is not correct, it is not allowed to modify the value.  

There will be an error prompt for 5s and then returned to the Configuration 
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Menu which viewed  before. 

Note 3: if the password is correct, the page will turn to Communication  

Address interface. The interface is defaulted as modify status ( the rightmost 

bit is flashing with a frequency of 1 Hz). Press the Left button to remove 

flashing bit, and press Up key to modify value(if the number over “9”, it will 

flip to “0”). 

Note 4: on Modify Configuration Menu interface, press the Enter button can 

get into or exit modification status (defaulted as save status). 

Note 5: only when on a non modification status, press the Left button can exit 

to the real-time accumulated value interface. 

6.2.5 Overload Alarm Interface 

Instruction for Overload Alarm Interface  
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Overload 

Alarm  

 

 

 

The maximum overload 

value and time when 

shutdown happens 

Note 1: when overload shutdown occurs, only the Up button is workable, the 

other buttons are invalid. 

Note 2: press Up button can switch to check the maximum overload value 

(active power), the date and time of shutdown. 

Note 3: press the Up button more than 3s (no loosen), the shutdown can be 

confirmed and restore electricity (closing). The interface will turn to 

the“Remaining Power ". 
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7. Function Instruction 

7.1 Measure 

SPM9511 provides all the basic measuring function: 

Item Parameter Notes 

  Voltage Voltage Rated 220V.  

Input allowed:0.8Un~1.2Un 

Current Current Max value allowed for direct 

connection is 80A 

 

 

Power 

Active Power 

Reactive Power 

Appearance Power  

Power Factor 

Max Active Power Monthly / Daily 
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Frequency System Frequency Resolution ratio: 0.01Hz 

Energy Total Input/Output Active Energy  

Total Input/Output Reactive Energy 

Max 9999999.9, Flip to 0 

automatically 

Resolution ratio:0.1  

 

7.2 Prepaid 

SPM9511 offers prepaid function. The meter should be recharged in advance 

through the system. The recharging can be done directly through the network, 

can also be done by enter password on the meter buttons.  

When the remaining electricity is 0, the meter will automatically execute the 

shutdown operation. Only when the meter been recharged, it will automatically 

switch on and restore power supply. 

The meter also allows to set a certain amount of credit. The meter will not 

implement the shutdown operation until the credit is overdraft. When the 

tenant recharge the meter, the system will deduct amount for consumed credit 

in priority. 

The meter records each recharge information automatically. 
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7.3 Low Power Alarm 

SPM9511 provides two levels low power alarm. The alarm can be set through 

the system or the meter button. When the remaining power lower than the first 

level (the value can be set), light flashes continue with a frequency of 0.5 Hz, 

buzzer sounds with the same frequency; when the remaining power is lower 

than the second level (the value can be set), light flashes continue with a 

frequency of 1Hz, buzzer sounds with the same frequency. 

At the same time all alarm will be sent to the back end system through 

communication. 

 

7.4 Load Control  

SPM9511 provides load control function. The system administrator can set the 

threshold according to the actual situation of the upper electric load limit. 

When the active power value exceeds the set value, the meter will become a 

status of time-lapse for determine (the value can be set), at the end of the 

delay if the value still exceeds the set value, the meter will implement the 

shutdown operation. If the real-time active power goes down and lower than 

the set value during the time-lapse period, then the time-lapse will be reset 

and ready for next time-lapse when active power exceeding the set value. 
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After overload tripping, restoring of power can be operated via meter keys.  

When overload tripping happens, the meter interface will display the real time 

active power value and the tripping time. It will restore to normal display until 

reset, and records the tripping implement automatically. 

7.5 History Record 

1, SPM9511 provides history records of power for last 12 months and last 31 

days. History records including the accumulated total active power, the 

monthly / daily consumption, the remaining power and the minimum available 

days when freezing, the month / day maximum total active power. 

2, SPM9511 records daily freezing power. Daily freezing power record includes  

two types of data: 1) the freezing power data from 22:00 to 24:00 yesterday; 2) 

the power data record form 00:00, records once in every 15 minutes, and the 

data is updated on a daily base. 

3, SPM9511 can record the last 50 times electricity purchasing. 

4, SPM9511 can record the last 200 abnormal accident records and the last 50 

overload trippings. 

5, SPM9511 can record the last 20 power-off, including the starting time, the 

total nos. of power-off and the accumulative timing of power-off. 

Note: the history data can be queried through communication. 

7.6 Multi Tariff 

The meter provides multi-tariff setting for up to 8 periods of a day with 

maximum 4 different rates. The multi-tariff rate can be check via 
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communication, but the setting can only be completed by the backstage 

communication software. 

The meter has 4 different rates: peak, busy, regular and idle. It can be set up in 

three different multi-tariff rate mode: Time Interval Mode, Working Day Mode 

1 and Working Day Mode 2. A year can be set into 2 time intervals (Time 

Interval Mode is set according to date division, and using the appropriate rate). 

Working Day Mode is set in accordance with working days(From Monday to 

Friday) and weekend (Saturday to Sunday). Working Day Mode 2 is set in 

accordance with working days( From Sunday to Thursday) and non working 

days (Friday, Saturday). Working Day and Non Working Day(Holiday) have their 

appreciated default rates. 24 hours can be set into maximum 8 time intervals,  

minimum time interval is 15 minutes. Time Interval can be set across 00:00. 

Interval start time is defaulted at 00:00 (it can also be set at any time of a day), 

the starting time of the subsequent intervals must be set in successive with 

previous ending time. The meter can support maximum 8 rate intervals, each 

interval gets its independent record of total active power and total reactive 

power. 

 

Example 1:  

If set into Time Interval Mode as below:   

Time Interval Mode Date 

Starting time of the 

first time interval 
1st, Jan 

Starting time of the 
1st, Jun 
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second time interval 

Then from 1st, Jan to 31st, May will be applied with the first set rate; from 1st, 

Jun to 31st, Dec will be applied with the second set rate.  

 

Example 2:  

Working Day Mode as below:  

Working Day Mode Time 

Mode 1 Mon-Fri / Sat-Sun 

Mode 2 Sun-Thur / Fri-Sat 

Mode 1: the period of Mon- Fri and Sat-Sun will apply for different rate. 

Mode 2: the period of Sun- Thur and Fri-Sat will apply for different rate. 

 

 

 

Example 3: 

If a day is divided into 8 intervals as below: 

Interval Starting Time Rate 
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1# 0:00 1 

2# 3:00 2 

3# 6:00 4 

4# 9:00 3 

5# 12:00 1 

6# 15:00 4 

7# 18:00 2 

8# 21:00 3 

   

 

Example 4: 

If a day is divided into 5  intervals as below: 

Interval Starting Time Rate 

1# 6:00 1 

2# 10:00 2 
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3# 12:00 1 

4# 14:00 3 

5# 20:00 4 
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8. Technical Specification 

Rated Voltage 220/380V or 

120/207V 

Accuracy Class 1 

Rated Current Direct Connect ： 10 

(80)A 

Dimension 94×75×65mm 

Frequency 50/60Hz Installation 35mm Din Rail 

Starting Current 0.4%Ib 

Working 

Environment  

Working Temp:  

-10℃~+55℃ 

Power Supply 220VAC±20% Store Temp： 

-40℃~+70℃ 

Power 

Consumption 

<2W/10VA Humidity: 5%~95% 
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Relay Direct Connect: 

5V/120mA 

Pulse:  Connection Under 

30VDC 

Insulation Working AC voltage 2kV 

 impulse voltage 6kV 

Anti Static Interference Test IEC61000-4-2, Level 4 

Radiation Interference Test IEC61000-4-3, Level 3 

Anti Transient Pulse Group Interference 

Test 

IEC61000-4-4, Level 4 

Surge Immunity Test (1, 2/50 s~8/20 s) IEC61000-4-5, Level 4 

Conducting Radio Frequency 

Interference Test 

EN55022, Class B 

Radiation Frequency Interference Test EN55022, Class B 
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9. Communication 

Please refer to<SPM9511MODBUS Communication Protocol V1.0> 

10. Key Component List 

Item Component Specification Brand 
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Notice: 

 PILOT reserves the right to modify this manual without prior notice in view 

of continued improvement. 

 PILOT reserves the right of final explanation for above information.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Zhuhai Pilot Technology Co., Ltd. 

Add: No. 15, Keji 6 Road, ChuangXin Haian, Tangjia Hi-tech 

Zone, Zhuhai, Guangdong 519085, China 

Hot Line: 400-878-6678 
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Fax: 0756-3629600 3629670 

 


